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How we show our values… 

Caring  - We will be learning how to care for our friends when out on the playground and in the classroom.  

Considerate—We will learn how to be considerate to the feelings of our friends and recognise our feelings.   

Courageous—When we visit places we haven’t been to. 

Beautiful Creations 

Our Wonderful World 

 

Their York 

This half term we have lots of exciting writing opportunities based on 

our topic ‘Their York’. 

Instructions— We will be writing a set of instructions helping others 

to measure a collection of odd items. 

Recount— We will be writing a recount of the journey from England 

to Australia from the perspective of a young bread thief. 

Narrative— We will be exploring the tales from the Australian  

Aboriginal Dreamscapes and writing our own. 

This half term is all about relationships. Relationships 

with our friends and families and those around us. In 

these sessions we will learn about how to be a good 

friend, what makes a family and how we can show 

respect to everybody we meet. 

This half term we will be researching another York 

and finding out all about the long journey some 

people made to get from York England to York 

Australia. 

Geography— In our topic ‘Their York’ we will be 

looking into the culture, weather and history of York 

in Australia compared to our York. 

 

We are going to explore the world of shapes this 

half term with geometry before moving on to 

fractions!  

Badger Class will be learning how to identify and 

create lots of different 2D and 3D shapes  and 

geometric patterns.  

We will also be learning how to find fractions of  

all kinds of shapes and amounts. 

PE— We will be practicing our dancing moves and 

gymnastics  in PE this half term with a focus on control 

and coordination . 

 

Art— We will be creating our very own dreamscape 

painting this half term inspired by the work of 

Aboriginal artist Matjangka (Nyukana) Norris. 

Science—In science we are 

going to be investigating 

different materials and fabrics 

so that we can design our very 

own shelter for those people 

who moved to York in 1788. 

We will be celebrating World Book Day and Red 

Nose Day this half term! Get your costumes or book 

props ready! 
We’re taking a good luck into  

the  ‘Good News’ that Jesus 

bought to the Christians this half 

term! 


